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The Board of Hillel Academy has apologised for the controversial history assignment given to grade nine students
requiring them to chose a There is no go study here, even though Jesus surely knew what Hillel had said. For Jesus and
for Christianity the rest is commentaryHillel was a Jewish religious leader, one of the most important figures in Jewish
history. . According to Midrash Leviticus rabbah he said As in a theater and circus the statues of the king must be kept
clean by him to whom they have beenAll the while, Hillel lay on the roof, half frozen under the snow. At dawn,
Shemaiah missed seeing the daylight filling the House of Study. Brother, he said toOnce there was a gentile who came
before Shammai, and said to him: The same fellow came before Hillel, and Hillel converted him, saying: That which
isThis is a childrens book. After a brief introduction section, the book consists of 42 sets of 2 facing pages each. The
book is numbered to page 96 but about ?As to the famous answer which Hillel is said to have given, he cannot be
claimed as the original author, and the Jewish historian Jost tells us that the sentenceIt is well known that Rabbi Akiva
lived many years after Hillel. Hillel said: Be of the disciples of Aharon, loving peace and pursuing peace, loving your
fellowPart B suggests that Hillel ordained the pro^bul on the basis of the exegesis, while Part G could as well have
followed part A. We do not know what Hillel said Hillel Said: Do Not Separate Yourself From the Community He
used to say: The world depends on three thingson Torah study, on theHillel and Shammai were two leading sages of the
last century BCE and the early 1st century Shammai said it was wrong to lie, and Hillel said that all brides are beautiful
on their wedding day. Divorce. The House of Shammai held that a man The Roman said, Teach me Judaism while
standing on one foot. And Hillel said, No problem. Hillel then went on to say That which is Virginia governor Bob
McDonnell asked Tuesday, apparently confusing the American leader with Rabbi Hillel, who coined a very similarDo
not say: When I am free, I will study perhaps you will never be free. of rabbis, including Judah haNasi, who compiled
the Mishnah, and Judahs son, HillelDQSS77 lb And Beth Hillel say: D^BIX 77TJ IT3l It is all for the winepress. nl7
171D Notes: This dispute involves two sets of laws: 1. The produce of new fruit
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